
Aboriginal Business
An Evolving Landscape



About CCAB

• National member based organization, created over 30 years ago by 
Murray Koffler

• CCAB has become Canada’s premier business forum for progressive 
Aboriginal relations

• CCAB events encompass galas, roundtables and conferences where 
members and stakeholders network and Aboriginal business 
relationships excel

• Exceptional programs include: (PAR, CAB, TFAB, Awards) and Research 
that is current and relevant serving in the pursuit of business 
opportunities 

• Over 540 current members – 68% are Aboriginal 

• CCAB is non-partisan, receives no core government funding and is 
entirely supported through corporate sponsorship, events and 
membership dues 

• Mission: To foster sustainable business relationships between First 
Nations, Inuit and Metis people and business Canada
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• Resource Sector Based 
Communities 

• Supreme Court Decisions 

• Corporate Canada, 
making the turn

Driving Factors 
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Shared Values
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PAR is a strategic management tool
• PAR is a strategic framework for a company to manage its Aboriginal relations in the four 

performance areas of leadership actions, employment, business development and 
community relations. 

• The program’s framework allows a company to systematically track progress in 
performance indicators and identify areas of strengths and opportunities for progressive 
improvement.  

“As a PAR Gold certified company since 2001, our relationships with our Aboriginal partners and their 
communities contributes to their growth and development and are critical to our ongoing success,” 
explained Dean Johnson, President of Sodexo Canada. “As a result, we invest significant resources into 
building and managing those relationships, including investing in our Aboriginal employees to ensure 
they grow and prosper within Sodexo.”

Progressive Aboriginal Relations (PAR)
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PAR
Certified
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Progressive Aboriginal Relations (PAR)
Certified Levels
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PAR Benefits
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CCAB Research

Annual Reports Overview and Capacity 

• CCAB has produced cutting edge data and insight into the 
Aboriginal economy

• CCAB has the largest list of Aboriginal businesses in Canada, 
covering every province, territory and sector

• For over five years CCAB has been collecting high quality data 
based on this list, giving us the best quantitative 
understanding of Aboriginal businesses in Canada

• Working to deliver value for Corporate Canada, we can 
produce research on a wide range of markets, sectors or 
issues

• Bespoke research projects with our corporate partners allow 
us to tailor our work to your needs

• The outcomes build on years of experience and data from 
surveys and interviews conducted Nationally
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• Total combined income of 
Aboriginal households, 
businesses and government 
sectors estimated around $31 
billion. 

• Resource sector contributed 
significantly in last decade.

Estimating the size of the Aboriginal Market 
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• Purpose: To provide representative and reliable data 
on Aboriginal entrepreneurship in Canada

• 2015 survey involved telephone survey with 1,101 
First Nations (on-and-off-reserve), Inuit and Metis 
business owners across Canada, sourced from lists 
developed by CCAB

• Follow-up to a 2010 survey conducted by the CCAB

2016 National Aboriginal Business Survey
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What do Aboriginal businesses look like?
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Wide variety of business characteristics
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Operate across the country and 
internationally
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Location of Clients
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How successful are these businesses?
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Perceptions of business success
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Majority reporting a net profit has increased 
since 2010
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Net profit or net loss for previous fiscal year
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Four in ten have increased revenues
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Change in gross sales revenues for past year
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Labour force issues are among the 
biggest obstacles to growth
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Obstacles to growing business over the next two years (Rated 4 or 5 out of 5)
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Particularly finding qualified
Aboriginal employees
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Ease of finding and retaining Aboriginal employees among businesses with employees
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Many face difficulties identifying and 
accessing funding sources
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Ease of obtaining various forms of financial support



Aboriginal Entrepreneurs in Ontario 

13%

14%

42%

40%

35%

42%

9%

5%

2010

2015

Extremely successful Very successful Somewhat sucessful Not very/at all successful

Perception of business success 

Source: National Aboriginal Business Survey, Ontario results only
Q10. Based on your own personal objectives for your business, how successful do you feel 
your business has been to date?



Aboriginal Entrepreneurs in Ontario 

57%
51%

31%

65%
57%

44%

NET Any innovation Introduced new products/services Introduced new processes

2010 2015Innovation in the past three years 

Source: National Aboriginal Business Survey, Ontario results only
Q25. I would now like to ask you about innovation within your business. In the past three years, did your business 
introduce any…?



Where Support is needed 

Financing

Digital Age (Connectivity) 

Government Procurement 
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Parting Thoughts 
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